Super Hero problems
their problems are worse, because their muscles are way bigger than yours
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SUPER HERO PROBLEMS

So, maybe you’ve never really thought about it
before...
but the life of a superhero isn’t
just playing with fancy gadgets,
having dainty tea parties with
world leaders...
dainty tea parties

participating in musclebound
mayhem, stopping super villains
with diabolical schemes to
destroy the world...
and, of course, burning carbs in
spandex (or a lycra cotton dry fit
blend)... so slinky...

diabolical schemes

it’s not all fun and games, I can assure you.
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IT probably seems pretty glamorous to most people,
but what you see on the surface is not the whole
story!
I’ll admit, the millions of adoring
fans, the secret lairs, holiday
super team get-togethers for
barbecue or karaoke, decoder
rings...

decoder rings

Statues, Keys to most major cities,
personal stylists, unheard of
technologies, super fashion
shows, interplanetary travel...

interplanetary travel

capes that flap in space,
sponsorship deals, and super
powers all help make the job
pretty appealing at times...

villain mobile sponsor
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However, i’d be lying if I didn’t say that the job is
hard. There are a lot of drawbacks to the
profession. I’m talking about serious issues, the
kind that don’t get talked about, except in
superhero support groups, and I don’t just mean
hero insurance premiums, super power
dysfunction, or even villains, because those things
are actually pretty fun in comparison...

super support groups, with muscled shoulders to cry upon
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let’s take a look at some of the big names in the
hero game. I urge you to try to walk a mile in their
patent leather superhero boots.
those boots are not easy to fill, especially when
some of these heroes have claws instead of feet or
more than two feet, but that’s not the point. Go
take a look at what it means to be a hero today.
Let’s see all the good with the bad.

these are super big boots to fill, and expensive, too
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VILLAIN MOBILE
ohhhh, snowcones!
I’ll have a pink one.

VILLAIN MOBILE
jack frost is nipping at his
nose.

VILLAIN MOBILE
VILLAIN MOBILE

it’s beginning to look a lot like
christmas...

bet he never needs to ask for
more ice in his drinks...

VILLAIN MOBILE
he looks kinda smug for a
glorified popsicle... just saying

absolute zero
justice doesn’t get any colder than this

absolute zero
abilities
Ice Form
Adjustable Size and shape
complete cold resistance

POWER RATINGS
agility 3
durability 8
energy projection 7

extremely durable
expert ice sculptor
razor-sharp claws and darts

weaknesses
hot chocolate

fighting skills 5

hot tubs

intelligence 4

summer

looks 3

girlfriend says he’s ‘frigid’

personality 3

friends call him ‘snow cone’

strength 5

gets scraped to make mojitos
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VILLAIN MOBILE
i think that’s just a fancy swim
cap from her high school...

VILLAIN MOBILE
i bought a pair of her yoga
pants. $98 dollars is a ripoff.

VILLAIN MOBILE
utility belt = dorky

VILLAIN MOBILE
Is that butt padding in those
pants? fake.

VILLAIN MOBILE
bet she can really carve a
turkey...

blade dealer
she’s got a sword, or two, or eleven to show you

blade dealer
abilities
heightened physical conditioning
improved awareness and senses
micron blades cut most anything

POWER RATINGS
agility 7
durability 4
energy projection 0

can predict enemy moves
has a pet guinea pig
has an athleisure clothing line

weaknesses
not a conversationalist

fighting skills 8

gym rat

intelligence 8

looks down on weaker beings

looks 4

strange headgear

personality 2

armored underpants?

strength 5

razor burn on bikini zones
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VILLAIN MOBILE
has he had knee replacement
surgery?

VILLAIN MOBILE
the head bone’s connected to
the neck bone...

VILLAIN MOBILE
marshmallows cooked on
demonic flames = delish

VILLAIN MOBILE
are those birthing hips?

VILLAIN MOBILE
VILLAIN MOBILE

i don’t like punching him.
there’s no padding.

I think I saw this at the
natural history museum...

Daemonite
he went down to Georgia and found a few bad souls to steal

Daemonite
abilities
Undying
daemon fyre
eats souls of the wicked

POWER RATINGS
agility 2
durability 8
energy projection 8
fighting skills 5

nearly indestructible
eats for free on tuesdays
has one heck of a funny bone

weaknesses
fire extinguishers
clothes don’t fit a bag of bones

intelligence 3

anorexia accusations

looks 0

public beaches

personality 0

daemon-free bathrooms

strength 8

joint pain on rainy days
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